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The metallicity distribution of 
Sr-enhanced metal-poor stars

●Overview: LEPP found in metal-poor stars
 

●Distribution of Sr and Ba abundances in metal-
poor stars in SAGA database

●Sr-enhanced stars of a new sample:
the nature of a Sr-enhanced star with [Fe/H]=-3.7



  

Abundance patterns produced by LEPP can 
be investigated from very metal-poor stars 

1. Overview

Honda et al. 2007

HD88609 ([Fe/H]=-3.0)



  

Signature of LEPP in very/extremely 
metal-poor stars

main r-process

r-II stars

Sr-enhanced 
stars

[Fe/H]<-2.5, carbon-rich stars are excluded

Aoki et al. 2005

1. Overview



  

LEPP has larger contributions at lower 
metallicity: contributions of main r-process 
become dominant in [Fe/H]≧-3 

Aoki et al. 2005

[Fe/H]<-3.1

1. Overview

-2.9<[Fe/H]-3.1<[Fe/H]<-2.9

main 
r-process



  

The most iron-deficient star HE1327-2326: 
The most extreme case? 

-[Fe/H]=-5.6
-[Sr/Fe]=+1.0
-Ba is not detected

However, this object is 
extremely carbon-
enhanced ([C/Fe]>+3), 
and the total metallicity 
is not so low. 

1. Overview

Frebel et al. 2005
Aoki et al. 2006



  

LEPP also appears in metal-poor globular clusters 

[Eu/H]

M15●, M92●, M30●: [Fe/H]～-2.2
●Large scatter of contributions of main r-process.
●Contributions of LEPP

[Y
/E

u
]

Halo stars
(HD122563, HD88609)

main r-process

LEPP+main r-process

no object

1. Overview

Otsuki et al. 2006
Honda et al. In prep.



  

Sr-enhancement as an indicator of LEPP

●LEPP →  enrichment of Sr, Y, Zr etc.

●Singly ionized Sr (as well as Ba) has strong resonance 
lines in the optical range
  → detectable even in extremely metal-poor stars

●Comparison with heavy n-capture elements is required
  →  Ba is a useful indicator of (main) r-process (and s-
process at low metallicity)

●Carbon-enhanced stars that also show excesses of main 
s-process elements are excluded from the sample.

1. Overview



  



  

Metallicity dependence as a probe of 
the astrophysical sites 

1. Overview

Ishimaru et al. 2004

Metallicity dependence 
→indirect estimate for 
mass of progenitors 
(model dependent)

Example:
Trend and scatter of Eu 
abundances　
→ less massive stars (8-10 
Msun) are preferable as 
astrophysical sites of the 
main r-process.

8-10Msun

20-25Msun

>30Msun



  

Metallicity distribution of r-process- 
enahnced stars

Eu is the best indicator of the (main) r-process, but 
spectral lines are too weak in extremely metal-poor stars

1. overview

“r-II stars”
[Eu/Fe]>+1

Aoki et al. 2010



  

Metallicity distribution of 
Sr-enhanced metal-poor stars

What should be done?

●Collecting Sr and Ba abundances for as many  
metal-poor stars as possible. (Homogeneous sample 
is preferable.)

●Defining Sr-enhanced metal-poor stars
  high Sr/Ba?, high Sr/Fe?

1. Overview



  

Distribution of Sr and Ba abundances in 
metal-poor stars in SAGA database

2. SAGA sample

●SAGA: a database of chemical abundances taken from 
publications (Suda et al. 2008)

●The sample is biased to lower metallicity:
 -complete collection for [Fe/H]<-2.5
 -almost complete (?) for [Fe/H]<-3 in the sample selection 

 for observations



SAGA Database
 (Stellar Abundances for Galactic Archaeology)

http://saga.sci.hokudai.ac.jp
http://www.astro.keele.ac.uk/saga

1. Collection of observed data

Taken from the literature on the 
abundance analyses of stars in our 
Galactic halo

Papers including stars with [Fe/H]<-2.5

2. Compilation of adopted stellar 
parameters, derived abundances, etc.

Data Registration System can store the 
data through the web form.

3. Use of compiled data

Data retrieval system can search and plot 
the data for any combinations of 
quantities.

SAMPLE at September, 2011SAMPLE at September, 2011
Papers: Papers: 158158 (covering since 2000) (covering since 2000)
Stars: Stars: 3444 (1385 unique stars)3444 (1385 unique stars)
DataData
[X/H]: [X/H]: 23,77523,775
V band mag.: V band mag.: 981981
Position data.: Position data.: 10451045

[Fe/H]=-2.5

Public since June 2008



Screen Snapshot of SAGA DatabaseScreen Snapshot of SAGA Database

Data Retrieval subsystem
with previous versions

News and Information
How to search the data

Links to the data of papers and objects



Specify X and 
Y axis

Additional criteria Range

SAGA Retrieval SystemSAGA Retrieval System



Trend and scatter in abundance ratios 
of Sr and Ba from SAGA database

(Carbon-enhanced stars are excluded)
r-process-enhanced stars

●Very large scatter in [Sr/Fe] and in [Ba/Fe] in [Fe/H]<-2.5. 
●A group of stars show very high [Ba/Fe] at [Fe/H]=-3.. Such 
stars are not found in the [Sr/Fe] diagram.

2. SAGA sample



Trend and scatter in abundance ratios 
of Sr and Ba from SAGA database

A tentative definition of Sr-enhanced stars: 
[Sr/Ba]> +0.5 (→ SrEMP stars?)

main r-process

LEPP

2. SAGA sample

Sr-enhanced



  

Metallicity distribution of Sr-enhanced stars

[Fe/H]

All stars (non C-rich)[Sr/Ba]>+0.5

N
u

m
b

e
r

[Fe/H]=-3.5

2. SAGA sample



  

Distributions of Sr and Ba abundances in 
metal-poor stars from the SAGA sample

Summary

●Scatter in Sr/Ba (←LEPP/main r-process) increases with 
decreasing metallicity

●The fraction of Sr-enhanced stars ([Sr/Ba]>+0.5) is 30-
40% at [Fe/H]～-3.0. 

●No Sr-enhanced star is found in [Fe/H]<-3.5. 
(An exception is the C-rich hyper metal-poor star 

HE1327-2326. )

2. SAGA sample



  

3. Sr-enhanced stars of new sample
SDSS/SEGUE stars followed-up with Subaru

●A Search for more EMP (extremely metal-poor) stars

●Homogeneous sample of EMP stars
  →Metallicity distribution
     Fraction of C-rich stars
     Fraction of binary systems
     ....

●Most objects are main-sequence turn-off stars
  →Sr and Ba are detectable in objects having relatively 
high abundances 



  

Search for metal-poor stars by 
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)

●SDSS spectroscopy:
  R~1800
  Covering 3900-9000A
  14<V<20
●Metallicity estimate from Ca II 
HK lines
●Standard stars in SDSS-I
●New surveys in SDSS-II 
(SEGUE)→240,000 stars

The 2.5m telescope at 
Apache Point 
Observatory



 

High-resolution follow-up spectroscopy 
with Subaru/HDS

“snap-shot spectroscopy”
●R=30,000 
●4030-6800A
●S/N～25-30
●～150 objects

Example: Mg triplet 
around 5170A →

[Fe/H]=-2.6
Turn-off star

[Fe/H]=-3.7
Turn-off star

[Fe/H]=-3.5
 giant

“high S/N spectroscopy”
High S/N spectra with 
R=60,000 for ~15 
selected stars have been 
obtained.  

Aoki et al. In prep



 

Resunts from snap-shot spectroscopy

SDSS J0140+2344

3. SDSS sample

Aoki et al. In prep

●Not many Sr-enhanced stars are detected, because of the 
high detection limit of Ba.
● One object with [Fe/H]=-3.7 shows a large excess of Sr.

C-rich stars

Detection limit (TO)Detection limit (giant)



 

The Sr-enhanced star with [Fe/H]=-3.7 
SDSS 0140+2344

The high S/N spectrum 
obtained with the follow-
up spectroscopy with 
Subaru confirms the Sr-
excess and low Ba 
abundance. 

Sr II

Sr II
Ba II

… non-detection

3. SDSS sample



 

The Sr-enhanced star with [Fe/H]=-3.7 
SDSS 0140+2344

However, this object shows CH band feature:
→ [C/Fe]～+1.8, a carbon-enhanced star with no Ba-excess!
→the total metallicity is not as low as [Fe/H]=-3.5 star with 
normal carbon abundance.  (cf. HE1327-2326) 

3. SDSS sample



 

Conclusions

The metallicity distribution of 
Sr-enhanced metal-poor stars

●Sr-enhanced metal-poor stars appear in very/extremely 
metal-poor range.

●Sr-enhanced stars are found in lower metallicity 
([Fe/H]<-3.0) than (main) r-process-enhanced stars
  →The progenitors (LEPP sites) are more massive?

●No Sr-enhanced star is found in [Fe/H]<-3.5 (except for 
C-rich stars). →”critical metallicity for LEPP”? Why?

●Sr-enhancement is also found in C-rich EMP/HMP stars
  (HE1327-2326, SDSS 0140+2344)
  →LEPP operated in their progenitors.
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